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Eliments is the meeting place of technology, eye-catching beauty and harmony. If you are looking
for coloured UPVC windows or doors to blend unobtrusively with the architecture of your house and
the neighbourhood, Eliments is just the place to shop.

Information About UPVC

UPVC also referred to as â€˜vinylâ€™ is short for unplasticised Poly Vinyl Chloride. Known for its durability
and strength, the material has seen its uses in the construction industry since 50 years. While it
does not have the load bearing properties of timber, it is slowing replacing the use of timber in doors
and windows. Unlike timber, coloured UPVC windows require no maintenance. Timber can get as
temperamental as the weather. They tend to crack in hot weather and get smelly in when it rains. It
requires frequent repairs or replacement. UPVC composite front door in UK on the other hand is
good for about 20 to 25 years.

Timber and Composite Door York

It takes quite a few years for trees to grow large enough to make a door. Given our lifestyles and
rapidly advancing urban constructing, who cares about growing trees? Since we have cut down
trees to make way for our concrete structure, the air we breathe in is no longer as pure as it used to
be. Even if we donâ€™t plant trees, the least we can do is refrain from cutting down existing ones.
UPVC is the ideal alternative to timber when it comes to Composite Front door in York. Every tree
that remains standing means that much more oxygen. Besides, these considerations, UPVC is
much cheaper.

Composite Front Door in York

UPVC offers a choice of limitless styles â€“ arched, round, rectangular. Whether the style you choose
is modern or traditional, we use advanced technology to ensure that we deliver the best both in
terms of products and service. When you opt for composite door Yorkyou get a stunningly beautiful
product that protects your home sun, rain or snow storm. Another advantage to using composite
doors is triple protect weather seals are part of the design and they will protect you and your home
from cold draughts. Composite front door in York also provides security from attacks.

Eilmentsâ€™ composite doors meet the approval of the SBD â€“ Secured by Design. This agency has
identified and uses a variety of test standards to identify products likely to withstand known attacking
methods. So, opting for composite doors also means better security for your family.
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For more information about a composite front door in UK and a coloured UPVC windows please visit
us at www.eliments.co.uk.
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